In recent years, the use of Fractional Calculus and related pseudodifferential operators in different fields of science and engineering has gained more and more momentum. Applications of Fractional Calculus can be found in Physics, Biology and Bioengineering, Geophysics, Electric and Electronic Engineering to mention a few fields. The purpose of this special session is to present examples of these applications as well as related theoretical developments from the points of view of analysis, probability theory and numerical analysis.
Please note the ID code assigned to your presentation (identical to the ID code of your accepted abstract). It is required for submitting your paper for the AMMCS-2017 Proceedings. Submission is not mandatory. All submitted papers will be refereed and only accepted papers will be published in the AMMCS- The topics of this book include studies on enumerable families of different classes of special functions like these, listed above. Various their properties are provided, such as estimations, asymptotic formulae, existence of generating functions, completeness, fractional differentiation and integration operators.
The main concern in the book is the convergence of series in such functions in the complex plane, and the author provides a unified approach to handle this matter. Analogues of the classical results for convergence of the power series are obtained, and the conclusion is that each of the considered series has a convergence behavior similar to that of a power series.
Namely, for a maximal simplicity, appropriate families of Bessel functions are first specified and their completeness in the space of functions, holomorphic in a given subset of the complex plane, is studied. By analogy with the Bessel functions, suitable enumerable families of the generalized Bessel and Mittag-Leffler type functions are considered, some of their properties are established, and series in these families of functions are considered in the complex plane. As necessary preliminaries, some upper estimates and asymptotic formulae have been obtained for the considered special functions, for "large" values of their indices. These results are further used to determine the domains of convergence, i.e. where the series converge and where they diverge, where the convergence is uniform and where it is not. The boundary behaviour of the series is also investigated, the convergence on the periphery and overconvergence as well, by proving theorems analogous to the classical ones for the widely used power series, namely -analogues of the classical Abel, Tauber and Fatou theorems, as well as of the Ostrowski overconvergence theorem, and the Hadamard theorem about the gaps. To summarize the results in the book, the author shows that each of the considered series in families of special functions has a behaviour like a power series, i.e. there exists a full analogy between the basic convergence theorems for power series and those for the considered series in enumerable sets of special functions.
Another part of results is devoted to the properties of the recent generalizations of both Bessel and Mittag-Leffler type functions. Passing through the classical variants and the 2m-index variant of the multi-index MittagLeffler functions, the author introduces the 3m-parametric Mittag-Leffler functions. Further she gives the basic properties of this class of entire functions -the order and type, dependence on the parameters, representations in terms of the Fox and Wright functions and fractional order integrals and derivatives, as the Riemann-Liuoville and generalized fractional Erdélyi-Kober operators. For illustrations, various special cases of the multi-index Mittag-Leffler functions are listed.
The interest to this kind of results is provoked by the fact that the analytical solutions of many differential and integral equations of arbitrary integer and fractional order can be written in terms of series (or integrals, or series of integrals) of Bessel, hyper-Bessel, Mittag-Leffler functions, Prabhakar functions, and of their multi-index generalizations. Briefly said, the so-called special functions of fractional calculus, among which are the considered enumerable families of functions, are now unavoidable tools for handling various mathematical models of integer or fractional order, when looking for explicit solutions.
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In Memoriam
In the recent days, in Editorial office of the journal, we have received some sad news about the colleagues working in areas close to FCAA who passed away. We are publishing below the memorial notes received.
---
To the memory of Dr. Ali Hassan Bhrawy
It is a tragic loss and it is my sad duty to report that my talented student Ali Hassan Bhrawy, Assoc. Prof. of Mathematics at the University of Beni-Seuf, Egypt, has passed away at the age of 42. He is survived by his wife Marwa and four daughters, two of them from his Ex-wife Walaa.
What can one say about Bhrawy's professional accomplishment? Adjectives such as "profound", "vast" and "far-ranging" do not really do justice to his work, 220 published journal articles, plus another 35 articles are in refereed or invited conference proceedings and workshops participation (according to his CV, dated one day before death). The ISI web of knowledge lists 3112 citations and also lists Bhrawy as one of the best 100 highly cited researchers all over the world in his field of specialization (Numerical Analysis and Approximation Theory). The Google citation tracker finds over 4955, while 3524 Citations in Scopus.
Ali Bhrawy was born on February 11, 1975 He worked in several Russian Universities, but since 1979 till his last day was affiliated with Voronezh State University of Architecture and Civil Engineering: first as an Associate Professor, from 1992 as a Full Professor and from 1997 as a Distinguished Professor. Professor Rossikhin had encyclopedical lore in Wave Dynamics of Solids, his research interests were diversified and covered all aspects of wave propagation and vibrations of solids and structures. He was a principal investigator of numerous research projects in Russia and abroad. In 1997 he was awarded a rank of a Distinguished Researcher of the Russian Academy of Science. He was a member of the Acoustical Society of America, the New York Academy of Science, ASME International, EUROMECH and GAMM. He served as an expert of INTAS, the Science and Technology Foundation of Japan, and Russian Academy of Science. He was a member of scientific councils of different international forums and a member of editorial boards of several international journals, among them: Applied Mechanics Reviews, during 1996-2009. Professor Rossikhin published more than 400 papers in world-wide renown journals, periodicals, book chapters and conference proceedings, more than one third of them was in the field of Fractional Calculus application to viscoelasticity, vibrations and wave propagation. His route in this beautiful and faery land of Fractional Calculus he described himself in the Retrospective paper published in 2010 in Applied Mechanics Reviews [24] , wherein it was noted that he was dealing with fractional order operators within two periods: 1968-1973 and 1996-2017. The first period was rather remarkable for two reasons: firstly, he was working on his PhD thesis [2] which was one of the first dissertations in applications of fractional models in viscoelasticity, and secondly, six pioneering papers [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] were published in those times, which now could be considered as classical ones. Thus, PhD student Yury Rossikhin proposed in 1970 the method of the direct solution of differential equations of fractional order oscillators, and suggested the approach for studying the propagation of acoustic and stress waves in hereditary elastic media. Nowadays, Rossikhin's approaches are widely used by many researchers in the field.
In 1996 Prof. Rossikhin went back to the applications of Fractional Calculus in Mechanics of Solids and Structures, and a lot of problems resulting in linear and nonlinear fractional order differential and integrodifferential equations have been solved starting from 1996 (the key result could be found in the enclosed selected list of his papers ). The main achievements were reported in several state-of-the-art papers [10, 16, 24, 25, 29] . Utilizing the generalized Hertzian contact law and algebra of dimensionless fractional Rabotnov operators, which was developed recently by Prof. Rossikhin [29, 31, 32] , the theory of impact of viscoelastic bodies has been constructed during last five years by Prof Rossikhin and his research team [27, 29, 30, 34, 36, 37] .
The last review paper completed by him was submitted to Fractional Calculus and Applied Analysis on March 24, 2017... Bright memory to Professor Yury Rossikhin, great scientist, profound and patient teacher, loving spouse and father, will be enthroned in the hearts of his colleagues, friends, followers, pupils and relatives. 
